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CONCISE STATEMENT OF ISSUE 

 

Should the Court strike Defendants’ invalidity contention regarding the third-

party “Project Angel” prior art where: 

• In November 2022 and May 2023, Defendants disclosed to Neo the 

detailed information they possessed regarding Project Angel in their 

“preliminary” invalidity contentions, including (i) how Project Angel was 

relevant to each of the asserted patents, and (ii) the extent of the inventors’ 

involvement with Project Angel; 

• In December 2022, Defendants amended their defenses and counterclaims 

to plead unenforceability of the asserted patents based on Project Angel; 

• In March and April 2023, Defendants served document and deposition 

subpoenas regarding Project Angel on several third-party corporations 

and the third-party inventors of the patents Neo asserts in this case; 

• After receiving the third-party documents and taking the inventors’ 

depositions, Defendants supplemented their invalidity and 

unenforceability contentions regarding Project Angel; and 

• Fact discovery remains open and expert discovery has not started, so that 

Neo and its expert will have plenty of time to respond to Defendants’ 

Project Angel contentions? 

Defendants Answer:  No.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Court should deny Neo Wireless LLC’s (“Neo’s”) motion to strike the 

prior art called “Project Angel.”  Defendants disclosed Project Angel in their 

invalidity contentions served in November 2022 and in May 2023.  In their amended 

pleadings filed in December 2022, Defendants also detailed how Project Angel 

rendered the asserted claims invalid and unenforceable.  Neo never moved to strike 

those prior art disclosures and pleadings until now – a full year later – after the facts 

confirm Defendants’ defenses. 

Because Project Angel was a third-party system involving technology 

developed by AT&T and Motorola, Defendants served several subpoenas on the 

relevant witnesses and corporations.  Over the course of several months, Defendants 

(and Neo) received third-party documents regarding Project Angel.  The last batch 

of documents were received in September 2023.  Defendants also deposed third-

parties Titus Lo and Ruifeng Wang, who are named inventors of Neo’s asserted 

patents and who testified about their involvement with Project Angel.  Neo attended 

those depositions.  And according to the agreed schedule, Defendants then served 

updated invalidity contentions in December 2023, citing the subpoenaed documents 

and the named inventors’ testimony.   

Yet, Neo now argues that Defendants did not chart Project Angel in December 

2022, pursuant to the Court’s schedule.  But at that time, Defendants did not possess 
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